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It’s difficult to express just how special it was to be back with our Kenyan friends after a three year break. Several
people have died, including of course our dear Everline, who is sorely missed. The journey to Kisumu was excellent,
the only challenge being at customs in Nairobi but it was sorted amicably and we didn’t have to pay import duty on
the bag of old specs! The plane to Kisumu was almost empty and the city was eerily quiet. Everyone was fearful
following the previous day’s post-election-result disruptions with the usual road blocks and burning tyres. One of the
very few businesses open was the bank and Steve did a great deal on the exchange rate – a difference of £32 which
will buy a filter. The person we hire our vehicle from insisted his driver take us all the way up to our house so we
were taxied which was lovely although the ‘Chinese’ roads were practically empty and
SUCH an improvement with markings and the occasional signage. (Check out China’s
‘Belt and Road’ policy. It’s insidious.) The weather was warm to roasting with
thunderous downpours in the evening but our mud road was navigable. Steve preached
to a full church on Sunday. After the service I gave out knitted bootees and dresses –
gone in a jiffy.
Education

It’s all change in schools. We had an immediate rapport with the new principal who has a PhD in
Planning and Economics of Education, pertinent with all the changes afoot. The system of 5-14
primary and 15-18 secondary is changing to 5-11 primary, 12-14 junior high and 15-18 high. The
government is building more classrooms at high schools to accommodate the extra classes so
This building
Kolweny Kingsway High School is almost unrecognisable. Steve was quite emotional to see the
is the library
huge oak which has grown from that little acorn of 28 students and three people teaching (not
even teachers) with one retired teacher, Isaiah, mentoring them. He and his wife visited us. We wanted to tell them
how much we appreciated their pioneering work in 2005. That cohort had the best results ever at final exams. The
present number of students is 360, almost 50% girls. The curriculum is also radically changing from fact-based rotelearning to a ‘Competence Based Curriculum’ including Home Economics and IT. We’ve been planning an IT Suite in
an upper floor to the library for some years but until electricity reached the school it was pointless. There is now
fairly dependable mains electricity and the requirement of IT. Now is your opportunity if you’d like to help fund that
IT suite. We already have a substantial amount reserved but we will need more with the increase in materials’
costs and we’d like to buy laptops. Benard Osina was one of those first students at the High School, studied
Architecture and Building at university on a Hope beyond Form 4 Scholarship and now owns a
building firm in Nairobi. We employed him to refurbish the science lab and he made such a
good job of it he’s quoting for the IT Suite. How gratifying is that.He came up from Nairobi for
a site meeting.
We’re finally completing the irrigation scheme for the shamba which is essential for Agriculture
exams. It was funded by The Kingsway, Cheadle before the pandemic. We’re employing our
amazing, stick-thin ‘Sarah the Tank’ to construct it. The original design has been adapted but the food grown will be
used for student lunches. The school has a cow which has the freedom of the compound, keeps the grass down and
provides milk for staff tea. We were invited to attend Monday 8.00 a.m. assembly which includes the raising of the
flag by the school scouts (boys and girls), national anthem and then an inspection of the troop
😊.If you’ve never seen Kenyan soldiers marching, it’s worth a look – keep a straight face.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftBei5eQoUQ
We installed a wooden park bench at each school – made at Sikri rehabilitation centre by the
deaf students, as is all our furniture – in memory of sponsors and friends Ayugi made when
studying here in 1984.
I took photos of all our sponsored students so if you are sponsoring a new Form 1 I’ll send a photo
soon but the others I’ll send at the usual time around Christmas.
One sad and disturbing upshot of covid and school closures has been a significant increase in the
number of student

pregnancies. Most of these are from what amounts to rape but the girls just will not name the
father for fear of recrimination so men the get away scot-free and the girls are left literally
holding the baby. I had ‘chats’ with all four individual forms of girls urging them to avoid these
situations and to disclose the father’s name so that he can face the consequences. I stressed the
danger of back-street abortion – all abortion is illegal in Kenya. I also handed out Mooncups to
Forms 1-3 and knickers for everyone. It was good to hear Form 4 girls are all happily using them. All students got a
pen and pencil.
The primary school has also doubled in size. No public school can turn away a student/pupil so the schools are
victims of their own success. There are now 440 pupils in the primary, 215 being girls. I was told one girl
couldn’t play sport last week because she had no knickers so the ones we took were very welcome. We
also took underpants – the boys are feeling left out. 423 pairs of knickers + 134 boys’ pants but it falls
short of one each in the primary. Some pupils are coming to school without shoes. So, SHOE THE SCHOOL
is my next campaign. We need 440 donations of £3 – yes! £3 for a pair of shoes. We’re also
building another girls’ latrine block with a tank because I gave out Mooncups to the primary
this time. Sanitary pads are plastic-coated, block up the latrines and don’t biodegrade – bad
news all round. The female primary staff were also given this wonder-product. The preschool got balloons and undies and 10 lucky girls got new dresses.
Health. Edwin is doing sterling work at the dispensary despite lack of drugs from the government. He’s safely
delivering healthy babies and supplying condoms😊. An increasing number of folk are being
diagnosed with diabetes. We visited our former school principal whose lovely wife, Eunice, has
just had both legs amputated due to the disease. We took out gl ucose testing machines we had
been given but there is a need for the testing strips if any medics are able to help. He’s also run
out of latex gloves. HIV and Covid and goodness knows what other infections
notwithstanding, he’s working without gloves! He’s employed by the
government but they don’t keep him supplied – I could scream! He wanted
signage on the house we built for him so we obliged. He stays over 4 nights a
week. We replenished school first aid kits and handed over almost 1,000 paracetamol.
Water. One of Ayugi’s manifesto pledges in local elections was to get a filter into every home. Sadly his campaign
was unsuccessful but it has reinvigorated the filter programme. We encouraged Joseph to do an intensive advertising
campaign amongst our teachers who could donate clean water to neighbours as the cost of materials has rocketed
making a filter cost £40, beyond the reach of a ‘£1 a day farmer’. We discussed ways of sharing the cost between
compounds. We buy filters for th e neediest families when we can. It’s hard to over-emphasize the benefits of safe
drinking water and filter water even tastes good!
Grain Thankyou so much to everyone who so generously donated to the grain fund this year. We were able to send
out a sum amount to last year but it bought almost three times less. Over 1,000 people queued for hours to receive
one bag. It has been raining intermittently and crops have been sown for the next harvest but I’m afraid this will be
an annual challenge although the situation in Ukraine has exacerbated the problem th is year. On the positive side, so
many students are now progressing to employment that eventually they will be able to sustain their own families.
Hope beyond Form 4 Scholarships This life-changing support is so much
appreciated. Alumni call to thank us if they’re home. When
graduates/apprentices gain employment they are able to support their
families and some even sponsor students at the high school. Graduate
teachers won’t be employed by the government for at least 3 years so
they volunteer at school as ‘Community teachers’. We pay for several at
both schools. It gives them valuable experience and is impressive on the CV. We have to take the long view on this
one but there are signs of change already. We are able to sponsor most of our further and higher education students
through the support of those who generously donate on a monthly basis to our general fund – a huge thankyou.

Karowley. The local rat population realised our house was available for squatters and relocated to our cupboards.
They chewed our air beds and our bedding made luxurious rat-litter so most of it had to be burnt. We rescued
enough for our stay and they have been banished. It made the bats seem like model guests! The roof is leaking badly
so we’ll have to deal with that. We can’t harp on about maintenance and have buckets catching drips.
Sarah
We had visits from so many including
Rammy
Eliakim & Charles
Kennedy & Chantelle.
Sarah to discuss tanks; Mary, to discuss
Only 3 children are
theirs. Apparently I
sewing uniforms and Joseph water filters;
said 3 was enough!
Rammy
Sara
Eliakim Charles
h

(The sequitur should be the baby Jesu, but alas!) Sarah came to discuss tanks and we visited Eliakim who
looks after our goats. We visited homes including Kennedy’s knitting business and Rammy’s chicken
business. We also handed out 20+ cloth bags – remember plastic bags were banned overnight? En route
to the airport we dropped off goodies for dentist Ken in Misambe. We stayed over at
the airport so that we could meet up with Ayugi’s elder son, Steve, wife Rosemary and
son Eiden, and Ayugi’s adopted daughter Val. Steve is now a barrister and Val a software designer.
Rosemary, Steve,
This report is slightly longer than usual but I’m cramming in three years-worth and there’s so much
Eiden & Val
more to tell, like the daily cacophony of cockerels at 4.00 a.m. led by our own wannabe Pavarotti
followed by the 7.00 a.m. request to jack up Ayugi’s car because the dog was stuck underneath due to a deflating
tyre. We sorely missed Everline’s wit and supply of pithy quips – I missed our fits of laughter. However, it was a
successful trip with our to-do list ticked. We already have another one to be going on with😊

Collecting for next visit:
Latex gloves and glucose testing strips.
New Knickers ages 2-3 up to size 12-14 (midi). Bras (34-36 A or B) Underpants ages 2-3 up to age 18.
Toothbrushes. Mini toothpastes. Reading glasses. Paracetamol. Plasters. Germolene.
Click top pens (Tops get lost!) Pencils.
Thankyou again for making this work possible by your donations, thoughts and prayers.
If you are receiving this by post and now have an email address, just send me a message to let me know the address
angelarowley@ntlworld.com and we can save on postage.
If you no longer want to receive the report please let me know that too.
0161 440 9091/ 07963 255682

